
Wildboar

OFFICIAL RULES
1) Game will be 4 innings, the championship will be 5.

2) MUST change pitcher each inning.

3) MUST use the bats provided by the tournament. 

4) Teams may play up to 3 players in the field. Substitutions are allowed at any point. 

5) Home team will be decided by rock, paper, scissors each game (except the championship).

6) Batting lineup must consist of everyone on your team who is present. You MUST bat in order.

  - (failure to do so, will result in an out)

7) If a tie is present after 4 innings, than 1 more inning will be played. 

 -Then it will be one pitch per team after that. 

8) Outs: 3 outs per team.

9) Count: 4 balls is a walk, 3 strikes is an out, unlimited foul balls.

10) Strike Zone: any pitch that hits any part of the strike zone without hitting the ground is a strike.

Any pitch that does not is a ball.

111) If a batter leans into a pitch, they will be given a warning. The next time it happens, they will be DQ.

12) A ball hit over the fence= HR

13) A ball that hits the fence on a fly= A Triple

14) A ball that is hit in the single zone on a fly= A Single

15) A ball that is hit in the double zone on a fly= A Double

17) Ghost runners will advance the appropriate amount of bases determined by the hit.

16) Any ball hit on the ground is an out. 

117) A ball caught in the air is 1 out, if there is a runner(s) on base, the defnsive player may throw at the strike zone. If it hits 

the strike zone it will be a double play.

13) Lastly, ALL MUST follow Mike’s number 1 rule. HAVE FUN!!


